
Prosperity

and

Abundance

Prosperity (from Latin. Pro-speró, prospectus, prosperity) means 
a desirable state where things are put and developed and give good 
hope for the future. In modern use, the word came from English 
(prosperity) and its importance narrowed to economic benefit, 
development, boom. At present, there is controversy over whether 
or not to measure prosperity or measure: on the one hand, the most 
commonly used indicator of economic boom is gross domestic 
product (GDP, GDP); Therefore, even in macroeconomic research, 
different expectation indices are identified, for example between 
entrepreneurs and consumers. But other authors argue that this is 
too narrow and does not correspond to the meaning of the word. 
Influential American thinker Francis Fukuyama pointed out the 
importance of trust for the prosperity of society.
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Abundant adjunct in abundance, abundant 2: abundant grazing, 
harvest;
abundantly: abundantly visited performance;
abundance, -i ž: abundance of meat; have all abundance; years of 
abundance of wealth, well-being „
and according to the Dictionary of Standard Czech:
„abundance;
1. (what) quantity, plenty, excess (lack): h. Game, fish; h. products; 
collect h. books; to have everything in everything.
2. Welfare, Wealth, Wealth (Opposite Poverty): Living in H-i; being 
used to h .; years h-i; village feast h-i feasting; corner h-i; harvest 
goddess and h-i
abundant adj.
1. One which is more than sufficient, a substantial amount, 
occurring in large quantities; numerous, many, rich: h-stocks; 
drinking and eating; h-a pasture; h-a crop; h. pot; county with 
h-precipitation; come in a great number; occur to a great extent, to 
the greatest extent
† 2. (what, what) having abundance, abundance of something, 
abundant, rich: April, with water, October with beer (saying);
→ ad. abundantly (hojno): h. give someone money; h. The meeting 
attended, the thefts and robberies abundantly committed 
everywhere (Jir.);
→ podst. abundance v. t. „
The following is given in the Czech etymological dictionary:
„abundant, abundance. Col. (Old Bohemian) hush“ abundance „of 
psl (glorious) * goj t of the same meaning.
According to this interpretation, the old Czech word hoj came from 
the Pralovan word gojoj, and from it, the gradual changes resulted 
in the expression „abundance“

We also give an explanation of the word „hoj“, which was previously 
referred to in the previous entry.
„hoj citosl. It is associated with psl.“ gojovan „abundance“, but 
rather it is only a natural expression of emotions like hey ap. „
In the Brief etymological dictionary of the Czech language there is 
also a note in this motto: „The meaning of joy associated with the 
feeling of abundance“.

According to this note, it could be said that the word „abundance“ 
could arise from an interjection that expressed joy in the abundance 
of something (wealth).
However, this etymological interpretation is not 100%, in the 
„abundant“ slogan mentioned above there was a note in the Czech 
etymological dictionary that this expression is not substantiated and 
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